DESTINI Estimator is a stand alone estimating platform giving the estimating team greater customization and detail based on project and/or client. Notable benefits to the project team include:

- Eliminates Maintenance of Multiple Databases
- Project Information Manages Design
- Estimate Based on Design Team
- Consistent Brand and Deliverables
- Seamless Integration
- Basis of Integrated Project Delivery
- Unlimited Amount of WBS Properties

DESTINI Estimator minimizes the number of steps in the estimating process and creates a better project outcome. This next generation estimating solution allows the user to have one cost estimate database from planning through buyout so the information is consistent and knowledge transfer is seamless.

DESTINI Estimator allows the project estimate to be more than just a set of costs and fees. It allows the estimate’s line items to have embedded intelligence that come directly from the building model they were born from. This allows better scope for the team as well as communicate intent and context to the owner.

A spreadsheet like dashboard allows users to access all of their data inside this environment. Users can create reports from within the dashboard instead of utilizing Excel and compare historic costs directly from the estimate.

Full-fledged reporting engine allowing users to create content rich reports capable of pulling and formatting any data from the estimate.

Filters allow users to quickly find line items as well as develop customized views based on specific users, projects and/or clients.

Click below to watch the Estimator overview video or go to [http://bit.ly/1oz00C2](http://bit.ly/1oz00C2)